
ADVENTURE EDUCATION 

WHITE WATER KAYAKING 
 

History 
Natives of North America have been building and piloting kayaks for centuries. Early kayaks 

were made of sticks fastened together at both ends and spread apart by cross pieces.  On the 

outside, the sticks were covered with skins (possibly from seals) and the opening on top was 

made from whale guts with leather string running through it to draw it tight around the boater.  

Two hundred and fifty years ago and possibly as many as 4000 years before that the kayak was a 

tool for fishing, hunting, and transport.  Kayaking as a sport is a relative youngster.  A German 

architectural student, Alfred Heurich, built a folding kayak with a frame of bamboo and a 

sailcloth hull in the early 1900’s.  Throughout the century, kayaking grew in popularity and was 

introduced as an Olympic sport in 1936.  Early “rigid” kayaks popped up on the mid 1950’s 

made of fiberglass, but in the early 1980’s kayaks of rotationally molded polyethylene plastic 

became the preferred design. 
 

Safety/Etiquette 
Kayaking Safety in the Pool 

1. Never enter the pool without the permission of the instructor. 

2. All posted rules apply.  NO HORSEPLAY! 

3. All skills should be completed as presented. 

4. Whenever upside down in a kayak, bang the hull of the boat three times for safety. 

5. If near a capsized kayak, stop what you are doing and observe that the kayaker gets safely 

above the surface of the water. 

6. Paddles are only to be used for demonstrated purpose and never as a weapon. 
 

Equipment 
L.T.’s Adventure Education unit uses whitewater kayaks that are fairly high in volume and could 

be used in most whitewater situations.  The kayaks are made of hard plastic that cost 

approximately $1000.00 each.  Other necessary equipment includes a paddle ($150.00); helmet 

($100.00); spray skirt ($125.00); and personal flotation device ($125.00).  Therefore, to be 

outfitted into a boat costs approximately $1500.00.  Additionally, kayak clothing to protect the 

kayaker from the elements can add up quickly to nearly $500.00. 
 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Basic Skills 
Fitting a Kayak 

A kayaker should “wear the boat.”  A kayaker should be “crammed” into the boat with his feet 

on the bow flotation in a position that allows the knees to be against the sides of the boat under 

the knee/ thigh pads.  Foam rubber can be used to buildup areas of the boat to make a more 

perfect fit.  Foot braces can be adjusted on the inside of the kayak. 

 

Holding the Paddle 

The kayaker will initially place his hands in the universal “dual hand position.”  Placing the 

paddle on the head, one grasps the handle on both ends forming a 90-degree angle with the 

elbows.  The hands should be equally placed from each of the blade faces to balance the overall 

position.  The blade of the dominant hand should line up with the knuckles.  This becomes the 

control hand that never changes during paddling.  The slip hand (non-dominant side) is in a loose 

grip to allow the shaft of the paddle to rotate back and forth through a quarter turn.  When 

paddling, the wrist on the control hand is cocked in and out to allow the paddle to grasp the water 

with both blades on the paddle.  Individuals of heights 5’3” to 5’7” use a paddle with an average 

length of 200cm.  Paddlers 5’9” to 6’2” should have a paddle approximately 206 cm in length. 

 

Entering and Exiting the Kayak 

The proper way for a kayaker to enter and exit a kayak that is in the water includes using the 

paddle as support and as a lever.  Begin by sitting on the deck and placing the feet into the kayak.  

The paddle is held by the water side hand on the coaming directly behind where the kayaker’s 

spine will be.  The other hand should be on the deck and shaft of the paddle near the blade to 

balance the boat with the use of the pool deck.  The kayaker then shifts his hips over the cockpit 

of the boat and lowers himself into the kayak.  When exiting the kayak in the water, the same 

procedure should be followed in reverse order.  A kayaker can also get into the kayak on land 

and do a “seal” entry, bow end (nose) first into the water from nearly any height. 

 

Strokes 
Forward Stroke - the kayaker should be sitting up straight with good posture.  The paddle blade 

is held vertical.  The active face of the blade is passed in the water (plant the control side 

paddle); pull and push through the stroke and plant the slip-slide blade for stroking.  Bending at 

the waist, lean forward and plant the blade at a comfortable extension toward the bow end.  

Smoothly draw the paddle parallel to the boat’s waterline.  Arms and shoulders are important and 

hips help control the kayak.  As you complete the stroke, rotate the paddle to the other side, 

sliding the slip hand.  Remember to keep the power blade immersed in and perpendicular to the 

water.  Plant the blade close to the side of the boat, keeping it close through the pull.  Twist the 

torso and shoulders through the stroke to help do the work.   

 

Backward Stroke – This stroke can be done by paddling in the opposite direction with the non-

active face of the blade.  The paddle is held vertical like in the forward stroke with the head 

turning around periodically. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sweep – The forward sweep is used as a turning movement in which the kayaker will stop the 

forward motion, sweep with a forward sweep stroke to turn 180 degrees.  The blade enters the 

water in a horizontal position with the active face facing the stern.  The paddle enters the water 

as far forward as the kayaker can move without altering his position and losing balance.  The 

eyes of the kayaker follow the active face until the blade leaves the water at which time the 

boater repeats the same movement to keep turning the kayak.  When sweeping, the kayaker 

should lift the opposite knee to put the boat on a slight edge. 
 

When paddling, tracking may be necessary to keep the kayak in a straight line.  The paddler can 

adjust by using a shorter sweep stroke.  Additional, more advanced strokes include the draw and 

the pry, which will move the kayak into or away from an area or object. 
 

Up-Righting the Boat 
Wet Exit – this is the universal method of getting out of the boat when the boater runs out of air 

and can’t find another boat to help up-right him or is unable to do an Eskimo Roll.   

1. The kayaker should “kiss” the deck by leaning face down near the front of the cockpit 

2. Once upside down, the kayaker hits the hull of the boat three (3) times for safety to notify 

others that he is under water.  Then he slides his hand along side the kayak in search of 

another boat to help him return upright. 

3. The hands should rest on the coaming next to the hips.  With the head down the kayaker 

pushes the boat forward with his hands while the legs remain straight, sliding out of the 

boat.  Be careful to protect the head when surfacing. 

4. Once out of the boat, the kayaker should always hold onto his paddle and boat. 
 

Hip Snap – The primary method of rolling a boat upright is initiated with this skill.   

1. The kayaker leans over the side of the pool or another boat with hands on deck (or deck 

of another boat). 

2. The kayaker then places his ear upon his hands that are stacked on top of each other.   

3. The hip snap is initiated by driving up with the onside knee while relaxing the opposite 

knee. 

4. As the knee drives up against the inside of the boat, the head rotates down to the 

shoulder. 

5. The ear stays on the shoulder until the kayaker is in an upright sitting position. 

 

Eskimo Roll – This is the primary method to up-right a boat without having to do a wet exit or 

use another boater for assistance.  If the skill can’t be accomplished, “Eskimo Rescue” can be 

done by using another kayaker’s boat for assistance. 

1. Set up the dominant-side hand.  Lean forward and align the paddle parallel to the hull 

with the power face of the forward blade flat against the water. 

2. Maintain the setup position as you roll the boat toward the paddle while twisting to face 

in the same direction. 

3. Look up to see that your forward blade is flat against the surface.  Sweep out in an arc, 

moving the blade smoothly and with moderate speed. 

4. As the sweep is completed, the brace naturally pulls you toward upright. 

5. Keep the head down and powerfully hip snap to complete the roll. 

 

 

 

 



Terminology 
Bow – the front of a boat 

Coaming – the place on the cockpit where the spray skirt is attached 

Cockpit – the area where the kayaker sits 

Deck – the top of the boat 

Eskimo Roll – one full rotation of the kayak 

Flotation Bag – an air bag placed in the interior of the boat to assist in floating 

Grab Loop – located on the bow or stern, it is used to transport the kayak 

Hip Snap – a movement initiated by the hips to aid in up-righting one’s self 

Hull – the bottom of the boat 

Kayak Paddle – come in varying sizes, twin blades are used to create movement of the kayak 

Personal Flotation Device – should be Coast Guard approved, it creates buoyancy for the 

kayaker 

Port – left side of the boat 

Seal Entry – kayak water entry into the water, bow end (nose) first 

Spray Skirt – a piece of equipment used to keep water out of the kayak, usually made of 

neoprene or nylon. 

Starboard – the right side of the boat 

Stern – the rear of the boat 

Swamped – when a kayak is full of water 

Sweep Stroke – used to turn a kayak 180 degrees 

Wet Exit – bailing out of a capsized kayak 

Whitewater Kayak – a hard plastic boat used as a means of transportation and/or recreation 

 

Resources: 
 Johnson, S. (1998). Sea Kayaking.  Ragged Mountain Press: New York. 

 Krauzer, S. (1995).  Kayaking Whitewater and Touring Basics.  W.W. Norton & 

 Company: New York. 

 

Grading 
See syllabus for complete grading/assessment information. 

 

Technique Description/Skill Tests 
See syllabus for complete skill testing information. 


